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The 21st Annual TribalNet Conference and Tradeshow is Going Virtual

July 28, 2020 – TribalNet is excited to announce that our 21st Annual TribalNet Conference and Tradeshow is moving to a virtual conference and tradeshow. Although we are disappointed that we have had to transition away from our in-person event, given the continuing COVID-19 concerns and regulations, we believe this to be the only right choice in 2020. Continually changing travel restrictions, travel bans, government regulations and health & safety guidance have made it impossible to plan and deliver the on-site TribalNet event and experience that most have come to know and expect. The TribalNet team is already busy planning the online virtual conference and tradeshow which will replace the in-person event and take place Nov 10-11, 2020.

This virtual experience will include multiple engaging educational tracks, fun and valuable opportunities for networking as well as a virtual tradeshow. For over 20 years TribalNet has been connecting technology leaders at tribal organizations and enterprises with their peers, solutions and opportunities for innovation. Participants can be certain TribalNet will create a virtual environment that is engaging, interactive, unique and fun and remain a must attend event in 2020.

TribalNet would like to thank you for your continued support. It is the continuing support of our Members, Event Sponsors and Exhibitors, Event Attendees and our Advisory Boards that make it possible for us to continue to deliver value during challenging times. We look forward to seeing you at both this 2020 Virtual TribalNet Conference and Tradeshow as well as in-person November 2021 at the 22nd Annual TribalNet Conference and Tradeshow.

More information on opportunities to participate such as exhibiting, sponsoring, speaking and attending TribalNet’s Annual Virtual Conference and Tradeshow can be found at: tribalnetconference.com

About TribalNet:
TribalNet was formed in 1999 with the primary purpose of bringing tribes, tribal employees and resources together. Over the past two decades, it has grown to become THE platform to connect and seek opportunities in solutions, best practices, and technology among tribal government, gaming and healthcare industries. These organizations and enterprises use TribalNet as a go-to guide for making well informed decisions. Furthermore, solution providers and vendors work with TribalNet to create solid partnerships within the tribal market by becoming further educated on how to best service this one-of-a-kind market. For over 20 years, TribalNet has fostered many long-lasting peer-to-peer relationships as well as profitable connections. TribalNet is one of four divisions of TribalHub, other divisions include, TribalFocus, TribalValue and TribalWise.
For more information, visit TribalNet online at: www.tribalnetonline.com